
English 11 Honors 
Unit I: Readings in Existentialism  

Response Paper Brainstorming Guide 

 
The best way to begin writing your paper is to break apart your chosen program into more manageable pieces.  Use 
the following questions to get a better understanding of how your program is constructed. 
              ______________________ 
 
Name of Show: Saved by the Bell 
 
Date Originally Aired: Sept. 16th, 1989 
 
Description of Cast w/ Wants, Obstacles, and Actions 
1. Zack – main character; sharp, perceptive, popular, not academically inclined. Wants to get an A for science fair. 
Can’t develop the experiment. Decides to concoct elaborate plan to motivate Screech to do the project. 
2. Screech – academically inclined, socially unpopular, awkward, nervous. Wants to be popular. Can’t convince girls 
to date him. Decides after meeting Bambi that he’s capable of meeting more girls.  
3. Jessie-academically inclined, popular, logical, critical.  Friends with Zack, but not with Screech. Wants Screech to 
find a girl. Can’t date him herself.  Decides to help Zack make himself over into Bambi. 
4. Slater-macho, athletic, strong-willed, friends with Zack. (has no wants in this episode) 
6. Lisa-popular, good student, Friends with Zack, but famously dislikes Screech. (has no wants in this episode) 
 
Main Conflict: 
Zack wants to do well in the science fair, but has to convince his friend to do all the work. 
 
Resolution: 
Zack dresses up as a girl to convince his friend that he’s datable. His friend learns a lesson and becomes confident. 
 
Brief Summary of Each Act 
(Hint:  Most 30 minute TV shows are made of three separate sections, or ―Acts.‖ By briefly summarizing each one, you can gain a better 
understanding for how the central character goes about solving his/her dilemma.) 
 
Act I 
Science fair is coming up and Zack is using Screech to get an A.  Screech sees guys around him having luck with 
getting dates, but his own trouble with meeting girls prevents him from finishing his project.  To help his friend (but 
mostly to save himself) Zack sets Screech up with ―Bambi,‖ who is actually just Zack with a higher voice. Screech 
talks to her on the phone and is excited. 
 
Act II 
Screech is excited, but then learns that Bambi is having an ―identity crisis‖ and can’t actually meet him. Frustrated, 
he handcuffs himself to a locker.  Mr. Belding demands that Zack produce Bambi at the local teen hangout (the 
Max) that afternoon, or else he’ll have a terrible semester.  At Zack’s house later that day, Lisa and Jessie come over 
to give Zack a makeover.  
 
Act III 
Screech arrives at the Max and meets Bambi.  Zack has difficulty keeping up the charade, and Slater finds out that 
Bambi is really Zack in disguise.  Lisa and her date arrive and kiss, and Slater urges Screech that the pair are simply 
trying to make him jealous.  Slater then urges Screech to retaliate by kissing Bambi.  Quickly, Bambi tells Screech a 
list of rules that he must follow if the two are to be ―an item.‖ The final rule, that Screech must abandon his friend 
Zack, is concession that Screech cannot make.  Screech tells Bambi that he learned an important lesson—that he’s 
able to attract others—and leaves, but not before Bambi reminds him that his science experiment is due on Friday.  
Jessie comes over and congratulates Zack for being a good friend. 
 

Main Themes 

Seems to be about 
The show seems to be about being a good friend.  Zack manipulates his gullible but intelligent friend in order to do 
well in the science fair.  In the end, he gets what he wants and Screech gains a certain degree of self-confidence.   
 



But it’s really about 
This show is really about defining friendship as a cover for deception, cruelty, and selfishness.  Zack lies to Screech 
and makes him the butt of a cruel joke that all of the other characters recognize but him.  Zack’s behavior is 
(presumably) rewarded with good grades and respect from other female characters.  In this world, winning friends 
and influencing people is the result of deception, manipulation, and shrewdly self-serving behavior.  It 
communicates to viewers that kindness, honesty, intelligence, and forthrightness—all characteristics Screech 
embodies—are rewarded with laughter and scorn. 
 
 
What would Sartre have to say about this? Or Camus?  Or Nietzsche? or de Beauvior? 
(Hint: Use your ―Key Figures‖ handout to make the most of the vocab.) 

SARTRE: The world of this episode is so deeply strange, and no one seems to acknowledge it.  The rituals 
of dating, of school projects, and of friendship all play out without question; all of these characters live in 
bad faith.  Zack’s anguish is a result of his encrustation, playing the role of the class clown, who later (and 
quite literally) plays the role of a potential date for Screech. He’s obligated to fulfill expectations placed 
upon him by his friends.  In an even stranger turn, though his true identity is revealed, he is still the subject 
of sexual taunts from his macho friends while he obviously plays the role of a young woman. 
  
Screech’s dilemma is that he seems to be the only person with self-awareness.  Though not to the degree 
of characters like Zack, Screech’s bad faith urges him to behave in a particular way when courting potential 
girlfriends.  He listens to his friends and tries his hardest to obey (see breath spray, pick-up lines, dating 
rituals).  Though his qualities are the opposite of Zack’s (honestly, sincerity, forthrightness), in the world 
of Saved by the Bell, they get you nothing but taunts and death threats.   
 
One of the greatest failures of the story is that none of the characters recognizes or utilizes his/her 
freedom.  Why doesn’t Screech accept Bambi’s conditions and get rid of Zach? Why doesn’t he just kick 
Zack out of his group, or elect to work alone? Making these choices would, no doubt, be tough, but they 
would also illuminate a world of infinite choices that currently does not exist to him.    
 
These characters are all held hostage in a hell of other people’s gazes.  Screech’s courtship is always a 
performance, a mimicry of the behaviors he sees modeled by the other male characters on the show.  
Zack’s attempts to get good grades is little more.  One would wonder what the characters would be like if 
they didn’t have to confront the pressures of being a certain way.  Perhaps they would cease to exist 
entirely.  The show does little to suggest anything lies beneath their thinly constructed personalities. 
 
De BEAUVIOR:  Zack is taught how to perform as a ―woman‖ and successfully deceives his friend, who 
is also being taught out to perform as a ―man.‖  Sadly, Zack’s antics are never criticized, and his portrayal 
as a shrewd, demanding, and controlling young woman is never questioned, but instead congratulated.  These 
qualities are actually understood as being inherently male qualities (after all, it is Zack under all the make-
up).  Yet even under a disguise, it is Zack who gets what he wants by lying and cheating throughout the 
episode. 
 
Sadly, Zack’s overt deception isn’t the only game of pretend going on.   Lisa’s behavior is also called into 
question as she spends time with a new boyfriend.  Slater says she’s just ―trying to make [Screech] jealous.‖  
Of course, such behavior couldn’t possibly be authentic.  Every behavior in school and outside is a show 
for others to see, and nowhere in the world of Saved by the Bell are the characters able to escape the 
watchful tyranny of their dear friends.  
 


